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Dear everybody interested in EMC software,

I have prepared working packages for EMC according to what was discussed at the last EVO
meeting.

http://panda-wiki.gsi.de/cgi-bin/view/Computing/PandaRootWorkPackages

Everybody can look, write comments here or, since WorkPackages are in the Wiki, you can
make your corrections directly there.

I put to description of tasks what I think about it, and for some of task my ideas are limited and
for many things general approach should be first developed, such as Event Mixing, Alignnment
etc.

One technical question what names to put in the table column as Coordinator? Since for some
of tasks name of person doing this task can be assigned I would propose to put this names in
this column.

And one question needs additional discussion in my opinion. And it is connected with
WorkPackages "Cluster-Track matching", "Candidate (analysis interface)" and to some extent
to "Energy and position correction".

At the moment Cluster-Track matching is implemented in PndPidCorrelator, where tracks are
matched with EmcCluster/EmcBump and PndPidCandidate are produced taking information
from both and PndPidCandidate are later read by PndEventReader. However information on
EmcCluster correlated/non-correlated with tracks can be used in emc software to apply energy
and position correction, since position correction can be different for photons and electrons.
Disentangling cluster-track matching from PndPidCorrelator would make it also easier to
implement alternative algorithms for such a matching. So here PndEmcCandidate can be
introduced, which will contain information on cluster-track association and later it can be
whether converted into PndPidCandidate or used directly in PID algorithms.

However I do not have any detailed proposal for this point, I just think that it should be further
discussed.

Best regards,

Dima
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